A delayed functional observer/predictor with bounded-error for depth of hypnosis monitoring.
With the motivation of providing safety for a patient under anesthesia, this paper suggests conditions for evaluating the correctness of an available user interface for systems under shared control based on observability and predictability requirements. Situation awareness is necessary for the user to make correct decisions about the inputs. In this article, we develop a technique to investigate the conditions under which an anesthetists can attain situation awareness about a limited but important aspect of anesthesia, namely depth of hypnosis (DOH). Furthermore, we consider that, in practice, to attain situation awareness, the estimation of the task states does not necessarily need to be precise but can be bounded within certain margins. Hence, attaining situation awareness about DOH is modeled as a bounded-error delayed functional observation/prediction. Unless such an observer/predictor exists for a system with a given user-interface, the safety of the operation may be compromised. The suggested technique proves that, in order to provide safety for the patient under anesthesia, it is necessary for the anesthetist to have access to the predictive information from a clinical decision support system.